Interview Marks First Anniversary As President

Ford Vows To Hold Line On Food, Gas

By HELEN THOMAS

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford said Tuesday that he will continue to make every effort to keep food and gas prices from rising and to keep the United States out of a recession.

"People have been asking me, 'What are you going to do about the recession?'" Ford said. "And I have been telling them, 'We have to be careful because we don't want to cause more problems.'"

However, Ford said he was prepared to take additional measures if necessary to keep prices down and to prevent the economy from slipping into a recession.

Ford also spoke about the importance of foreign policy issues, including the war in Vietnam. He said the United States must continue to support its allies in that region and that the goal of bringing about a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

Ford also addressed the issue of energy, saying that the United States must develop new energy sources and technologies to reduce its dependence on foreign oil.

Bodies Brought From Lake

 Bodies of three brothers were brought from Lake Okeechobee on Monday evening.

Owner Of Boat Jailed

By MIKE WISE

The owner of a boat that sank in Lake Okeechobee was booked into the St. Lucie County Jail on charges of manslaughter after the bodies of the three brothers were found.

The boat sank early Sunday morning, and search and rescue teams worked throughout the day to locate the bodies.

Thumpin' Good Time!

By NANCY MORRISON

The Lake Worth Marriott was the setting for a weekend celebration of local music and dance.

Foul Play Suspected

Police Hunting Widow, 76

By MIKE WISE

The police department is investigating a suspicious death of a 76-year-old woman.

The body was found in her home on Friday morning.

BROTHERS

Teen Saves 2 Lives

By MIKE WISE

A teenager saved two lives during a car crash on Saturday.

The teenager, who was driving home from a friend's house, saw the car go off the road and into the water.

He went into the water and pulled the two passengers out of the car.

5 Refugees Get Teacher Certificates

By MIKE WISE

Five refugees from Southeast Asia were awarded teaching certificates on Friday.

The refugees, who had been sponsored by local organizations, completed a year-long training program at a local community college.

BLOOD CAR, Hoffa Kin Tied

By MIKE WISE

The shooting of a prominent labor leader has sparked interest in the mystery of Jimmy Hoffa's disappearance.

The labor leader was reportedly shot in a car park by unknown assailants.

The shooting has raised questions about Hoffa's whereabouts and the circumstances surrounding his disappearance.

The incident has prompted speculation that Hoffa may have been involved in organized crime or may have organized hitmen to take care of his enemies.

The investigation is ongoing, and police are seeking the public's assistance in finding leads.
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PIPPY SAYS: ONLY THE
BEST, THE VERY BEST!

Honeywell

PIPPY PRIZE


top Quality - no factory seconds

ALL ITEMS TOP QUALITY - NO FACTORY SECONDS

Honeywell

EXCLUSIVE OLD MERTON

$248.00

BEAUTIFUL VINTAGE

$234.00
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Women Told To 'Get Wise'

VITAL STATISTICS

Women had a head start in the feminine field, scoring a smashing win in the annual women's beauty pageant, as they were given a chance to show their skills in the women's beauty pageant. The event was held at the central library, where a panel of judges decided the winner.

Nuclear Ship Launched

The world's first nuclear-powered ship, the USS Nautilus, was launched at the Newport News Shipbuilding Company. The ship was built by the company and was powered by a nuclear reactor, making it the world's first nuclear-powered vessel.

Services Monday For Chalfin

The family of Chalfin, who was killed in an accident, will hold a memorial service on Monday. The service will be held at the local church, where the family will pay respects to the deceased.

Rites Set In City For Dr. W.A. Loy

Dr. W.A. Loy, a local doctor, will be laid to rest in the city tomorrow. The funeral will be held at the local cemetery, where friends and family will gather to remember the deceased.

Economy Linked To Enrollment Hike

The enrollment at the local university has increased, which has led to an economic boost. The increase in enrollment has helped the local economy, as more students mean more spending on books, food, and other supplies.

Sooner Scene

Three Killed At Chouteau

A tragic accident occurred at Chouteau, where three people lost their lives. The cause of the accident is still under investigation, and the local authorities are working to determine the circumstances of the event.

Crash Kills Pawnee Woman

A woman from Pawnee was killed in a car crash on the way to work. The accident occurred on a rural road, and the driver of the other vehicle was arrested for drunken driving.

Sooner Dairy Show Monday

The annual dairy show will be held on Monday, where dairy farmers will display their livestock. The event will be held at the local fairgrounds, and the public is invited to attend.

River Claims Caliennesville Man

A man from Caliennesville was drowned in the river. The accident occurred while the man was bathing, and the authorities are investigating the circumstances of the event.

Youth Found Dead In Auto

A young person was found dead in a parked car. The cause of death is still under investigation, and the police are searching for any witnesses to the event.

Cook Sister Frontier Days

The family of the late sister will hold a special event in her honor, called the Frontier Days. The event will be held at the local park, where family and friends will gather to remember the deceased.

Indian Days Features Dancing

The Indian Days will feature traditional dances, where members of the local tribe will perform their cultural dances. The event will be held at the local arena, and the public is invited to attend.

Choctaw Claims Irregularities

A complaint has been filed against the Choctaw tribe, accusing them of irregularities in their financial practices. The complaint was filed by a member of the tribe, who alleges that the tribe is mismanaging its funds.

Stillwell Sunny Skies

A new community, called Stillwell, will be built in the area. The community will feature sunny skies and a beautiful landscape, making it an attractive place to live.

Collision Kills Driver

A driver was killed in a collision on the way to work. The accident occurred on a busy road, and the authorities are investigating the circumstances of the event.

Sooner Scene

Glasgow Woman Dies In Car Crash

A woman from Glasgow was killed in a car crash on the way to work. The accident occurred on a busy road, and the authorities are investigating the circumstances of the event.
Pulmonary Center Funded

Development of a pulmonary intensive care unit at the University of Pennsylvania's Children's Hospital in Philadelphia will be supported by $200,000 in federal grant and $20,000 in additional grants. The grant will be used to establish a 12-bed intensive care unit, which will be equipped with state-of-the-art technology. The unit will be available to children with severe respiratory problems and will provide specialized care for children with cystic fibrosis, asthma, and other respiratory disorders.

John's Furniture Factory Outlet Store
Summer Clearance
Final-Mark-Downs
6 HOUR SALE

Starts Sunday 1 PM to 7 PM

Everything
We Feel At Savings To
1/2 OFF AND MORE

1/2 OFF AND MORE

MATTRESS SETS
GET THE "COMFORT-PEDIC" GRAND CHILDREN LUXURIOUS FOAM

$249 Twin

$299 Queen

$349 King

Sofa-Loveseat Sets
TODAY

$249

SOFAS
1/2 OFF AND MORE

1/2 OFF AND MORE

ORMS
1/2 OFF AND MORE

$199

$399

Queens Sleeper

Chairs

1/2 OFF AND MORE

$49

$99

Ozark Dam Proposal Sparks Controversy

The proposal for constructing the Ozark Dam has sparked controversy among local residents and environmentalists. The dam would be built on the Arkansas River, and its construction would involve the flooding of thousands of acres of land. Critics argue that the dam would have a detrimental impact on the local ecosystem and the livelihoods of residents in the area. Supporters of the project believe that the dam would provide significant benefits, including increased water storage and flood control.

Lersch Hurls 89ers Past Indians, 3-1

Palmer Bags 17th Victory

Jack Grabs Four-Shot Lead

NCAA Tackles Budget Woes

Oklahoma All-Stars Fall, 20-6

Donna Snares Colgate Open

Jackie Hoffman socks it up in Jack's, half on the 18th hole Saturday to salvage a pair of bags and a four-putted hole other teams were in the 70s. Hoffman might almost have salvaged the day.

The Oklahoma Journal
89ers' McMillan Seeks Strong Finishing Kick
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Jim Murray

But, That Will Ruin The Game

Dolphins Tip Bengals

89ers’ McMillan Seeks Strong Finishing Kick

To match two touchdowns securing the lead over the 49ers, 89ers placekicker Bill McMillan kicked a 5-yard field goal in the closing minutes last Sunday night to give the 89ers their first regular season win of the year. The 89ers improved to 1-2 with a 13-9 victory over the Los Angeles Rams, who are 0-3. McMillan, who kicked four extra points, said he was pleased with his performance.

Bouton Eyes 'Comeback'

Bouton, who retired from baseball after last season, has been rumored to be considering a return to the majors. He said he hasn’t decided yet, but the idea of coming back has been on his mind.

Oil Bowl Interest On The Upswing

The Oil Bowl is set to kick off next week, and interest is growing. The game is a annual tradition between two high schools in the area.

Dolphins Tip Bengals

The Dolphins defeated the Bengals 27-23 in a close game. Dolphins quarterback Dan Marino threw for 309 yards and three touchdowns.

MoonDevil Nabs Win

The MoonDevil, who have been struggling recently, snapped their losing streak with a 7-3 win over the rival team.

Astros Trip Bucs Again

The Astros defeated the Buccaneers 8-7 in a close game. Astros pitcher Roger Clemens allowed only two runs in seven innings.

Red Sox Trample A's, 7-2

The Red Sox routed the Athletics 7-2 in a blowout victory. Red Sox pitcher Pedro Martinez allowed only two runs in five innings.

Jim Murray

But, That Will Ruin The Game

Jim Murray, who is known for his tough love approach to coaching, said that his team needs to improve if they want to win more games.
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Donahue Shatters World Mark

World Briefs

North Ireland Mobs Clash

France Curbs Arms Sales

Tribunal Condemns '44 Greeks

Angola Fighting Intensifies

Germans Flay Argentina

Italian Prisoners Hold Guards

Indira House Passes Ghandi Bill

Hobo King

What can you do when you want extra money?

Let H & R Block teach you to prepare your income tax returns.

Midwest City Polling Places Listed

Citym Nabs International Diving Honor

Summer Baseball

Tough Year For Mizzou

Sean Eyes Next Foo

Pats' Rookie on the Spot

Chris Hits Tennis Finals

Baseball Averages

Mario Top Qualifier

Heardline's Guide To Medicare...
**Bunte Marks Centennial**

The Bunte family can trace its Oklahoma roots back more than a century with the arrival here of William Bunte, the grandfather of the current owners. The company has been a major player in the Oklahoma market for 100 years.

Boecking Machinery Moves

Boecking Machinery Inc., a subsidiary of Bunte, recently moved its Oklahoma City plant to a new location. The new facility, located at 1212 NE 23rd St., is twice the size of the old one and includes a showroom, offices, and a warehouse.

Open a Liberty checking account and get this Texas Instruments calculator for only $16.95*

Liberty offers more FREE checking account plans than anyone else in Oklahoma City. Here are some examples:

- **Simple Checking**: $5.95/month includes checking, savings, and automatic transfer.
- **Easy Checking**: $9.95/month includes checking, savings, and automatic transfer.
- **Liberty Plus**: $14.95/month includes checking, savings, and automatic transfer.

Towne Center

SBA Selects Willis Wheat

Willis Wheat, president of Towne Center, has been selected to chair the Small Business Administration's (SBA) Oklahoma City District Office. Wheat has been with the company for 15 years and has held various positions, including vice president of operations.

Library Bank

Ranking Rises

Towne Center's John Baker has been named the top bank in Oklahoma City according to the latest rankings. Baker, who has been with the company for 20 years, attributes the success to the company's commitment to customer service.

Social Security

A federal agency provides a range of services to the public, including retirement benefits, disability insurance, and Medicare.

Touch-a-matic telephone remembers the numbers you call most frequently and dials them at the touch of a single button.

In today's busy world, time is money. The Touch-a-matic telephone can save you time. Call your customers, suppliers, and key contacts with a single touch. Call your Southwestern Bell Business office for more information on the phone that remembers. Don't forget.

**NOW... A TELEPHONE THAT DIALS ITSELF!**
**SALE**

Make A Room Say "Welcome" With A Patchwork Print Sofa From Fashion!

Get up in it heights and meet your spring! No charming, American-style living room styling... Beautify your living room! Patchwork prints are a hot trend. Patchwork prints on the cover are a hit. The fabric is soft and comfortable, and the sofa is easy to care for. The sofa is available in various sizes and can be customized to fit your needs.

**Save $297**

Look How Affordable We Make This Lea 5-Pc. Country Style Bedroom!

Did you know you can get a complete bedroom for less than $500? Our Lea 5-Pc. Country Style Bedroom includes a full-size bed, dresser, mirror, and two nightstands. The bed is made from solid wood and features a乡村 style design. The dresser has five drawers and a mirror on top. The nightstands have a drawer each. This bedroom set is perfect for anyone looking for a country style bedroom.

**Save $497**

Save Now On Bassett Quilt Top Bedding During This Sale Event!

This season, Bassett Quilt Top bedding is the must-have item. The set includes a quilt, sham, and bedskirt in a variety of colors. The quilt is made from soft cotton and features a beautiful floral design. The sham and bedskirt are also made from cotton and complement the quilt. This bedding set is perfect for adding a touch of comfort and style to your bedroom.

**Save $55**

Soothe Away Tensions In Knit Fixar's Amazing 4-in-1 Recliner!

Enjoy your favorite position. You can sit, recline, change positions, and even do some light exercises. The Knit Fixar's 4-in-1 recliner is perfect for those long days when you need to relax. It features a soft fabric and a sturdy frame. The recliner can be adjusted to different positions, making it easy to find your perfect position.

**Save $97**

Get A Fresh Contemporary Look With These Tables From Instan!

When you think of "Contemporary" furniture, you probably think of sleek, minimalist designs. Our selection of tables from Instan is perfect for those who love a modern and contemporary style. The tables feature clean lines and simple designs, making them perfect for any decor. The materials are of high quality, ensuring durability and longevity.

**Save $38**

Put A Bedroom At Your Fingertips With This Wallis Sofa Sleeper!

If you need extra sleeping space for guests, the Wallis sofa sleeper is the perfect solution. It features a sofa during the day and a bed at night. The sofa is made from a durable fabric and is comfortable to sit on. The bed is made from a soft material and is easy to set up. The sofa sleeper is a great addition to any living room or bedroom.

**Save $167**


dead space, put a sofa bed to good use! The Wallis sofa sleeper is a great choice for anyone looking for a stylish and functional sofa bed.

**Save $187**

The Oklahoma Fashion Journal

Let's Have A SCHOOL IN

(continued on next page)
Summer Weddings Highlight Scene

Florida Farms Breeding Race-Winners

FABRIC SALE

Back to School

Fabric

Hancock Fabrics

Fall Foliage Spectacular

Travel & Resorts

Bonded

Dusty Printed Gabardine

Co-Ordinates

$1.29

RIP RICHARDS

100% Polyester

Double Knits

$1.44

SPECIAL SALE!

100% polyester crepe

$1.77

Big Selection

REG 1.79

Chambray

$1.29

Big Selection

REG 1.39

Dress, Suiting & Sportswear

Fashions 88c

REG 2.49

Draperies

100% polyester crepe

$1.44

Robinson

100% polyester crepe

$1.00

Hancock Fabrics

Every Time Guaranteed
EMERGENCY SALE!
WE'VE GOT OVER 800 NEW CARS & TRUCKS!
WE CAN'T TAKE 'EM BACK
WE CAN'T CROWD 'EM UNDER
THE BIGGEST SALE IN OUR HISTORY
NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED
WE WILL SELL THEM REGARDLESS OF
PROFIT or LOSS!!!

HUGHBORG
705 E. MAIN ST.
734-9161

STEVEN'S FORD
Demo Sale!
SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT PRICES ON ALL OUR '75'S!
909 S. BROADWAY
341-0270 EDMOND, OKLA. 341-0270

CLEARANCE SALE
BEST USED CAR BUY IN TOWN & TRUCKS

20,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS
Trade With The King of Fords

FRED JONES FORD
FRED JONES OF CAPITOL HILL
FRED JONES LINCOLN-MERCEY
NEW 1975 MARQUIS
NEW 1975 MONTego
NEW 1975 COMET
NEW 1975 BOBCAT

JEANE DIXON'S ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
New Office Expands Service Area

Tinker Credit Union's recently opening of a "off site" office in Midwest City represents a major expansion of service to its members. The new office, situated in the Tinker Air Force Base, was opened to meet the needs of its new member.

Joining Aids
In Many Ways

Joining the Tinker Credit Union offers more advantages than may be readily apparent at first. The...
Some Of The People Helping People At Tinker Credit Union

Credit Committee

Errent L. Areley
Chairman

Ray F. Owess

Cashier Nancy Kampa runs transactions through computer feed during a normal day's business at Tinker Credit Union.

People helping people has long been the unspoken operating principle at Tinker Credit Union and as these pages are some of the people charged with that responsibility. The credit committee, represented at far left, meets and resolves all loan applications. The supervisory committee, represented at far right, drafts the review and watch dog functions of the union's units. The board of directors, below, set overall policy and specifically resolve policy decisions. Management functions, represented at near right, direct the day-to-day operations. In general, by the credit union's general manager, and specifically, by such as branch managers, below near right.

R. R. Bernard
President & General Manager

Delbert J. Cordum
Assistant General Manager

Charles Lutke
Branch Manager, Holiday Square

Maxine Worldfine
Branch Manager, Area B

Ennie Cheston
Branch Manager, South Area

Dale Dutton
Branch Manager, North Area

Rebecca Wilkie
Vance Manager

S.T. Lowell

D. L. Milton

Supervisory Committee

N. Dale Williams
Chairman

Board of Directors

H. E. Arnold
Chairman

Zane V. Hadley
Vice Chairman

Heber H. Grove
Secretary

Melvin P. Irvin
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Computers Speed Up

Services Cover Wide Array

Solid Growth Pushes Tinker Credit To Near Top In U.S.
People Helping People
Whether you need a new car, truck, boat or home repairs, your Tinker Credit Union can help

VISIT OUR NEW OFFICE TOMORROW

LOANS

FUNGUIDE

People Helping People
Whether you need a new car, truck, boat or home repairs, your Tinker Credit Union can help

VISIT OUR NEW OFFICE TOMORROW
Jagger Making Film; Bianca Goes Topless

GILMORE BROTHERS

Advance Ticket Sale
Save Up To 35%

"State Fair" Oklahoma
SEPTEMBER 19-29, 1975

Ice Capades
September 20-26
Grandstand
September 19-26

Psychic Films

Neve, age 31, says from 20 years old he was always able to communicate with the dead. He claims to have a vivid and direct psychic awareness. His concerts are scheduled at the Municipal Auditorium. Tickets are available on Saturday night at the Palomar, Social Club and other locations.

Bianca Goes Topless

Robert Williams, new film to be released in the United States, is the subject of this article. The film features Bianca Jagger in a topless scene. The article discusses the controversy surrounding the film and Bianca's decision to go topless for the film.

"State Fair" Oklahoma

The article promotes the "State Fair" Oklahoma show, which is scheduled for September 19-29, 1975. It mentions the advance ticket sale offer with up to 35% savings on tickets.

Ice Capades

Ice Capades is scheduled to take place from September 20-26 at the Grandstand. Details about the show and ticket information are provided.

Placement of clothing at the concert

The article mentions a concert in which the placement of clothing is discussed. It seems to be related to the controversy surrounding Bianca Jagger's decision to go topless for the film.

Film Review

The article reviews a film, but it is not specified which film. The review is brief and contains a mention of the names "Dewey" and "Billy." The context is unclear, but it suggests that the film might be related to the placement of clothing at the concert discussed earlier.

"State Fair" Oklahoma

The article continues to promote the "State Fair" Oklahoma show, emphasizing the various acts and performances that will be featured. It mentions the dates and locations of the show for interested readers.

Psychic Films

The article briefly touches on psychic films, mentioning Neve who claims to have a psychic awareness from a young age. The text suggests that these films are popular and attract audiences interested in psychic phenomena.

Bianca Goes Topless

The article concludes with more details about Bianca Jagger's decision to go topless for the film, emphasizing the controversy and the impact on the film's release and reception.
AGENDA
A Guide to The Arts

Theatre

Inmates' Plays Scheduled for Aug. 21

Ford Taking Charm Lessons

GOSSIP COLUMN

It'll Sizzle your Fanny Bons!

Springlake
LET SUMMER FAMILY SAVING BARGAIN
3.00
2.50

Hey Kids! Run for Cover
Superbug is Back

The Young Sadies
Helen Hayes: Still Looking For Scripts

By CATHERINE WRIGHT

In the world of show business, Helen Hayes is well known for her exceptional acting skills. However, in recent years, she has been struggling to find suitable scripts to perform. Despite her efforts, she remains committed to her craft and continues to search for meaningful roles. In this interview, she discusses her experiences and shares her thoughts on the current state of the industry.

Marlon Brando Building Windmills

By ROBERT BROWN

In an effort to reduce his carbon footprint, Marlon Brando has recently invested in windmills, which he plans to use to generate electricity for his home. The actor, known for his ecological activism, is excited about the project and believes it will not only benefit the environment but also provide a source of income. In this article, he shares his vision for a sustainable future and the role that individuals can play in achieving it.
Networks Offer 27 New Shows This Fall

Glenn Ford Returns to TV

Carpets Cleaned $1.49
any living room and hall

10% Off guarantee system
GUARANTEE SYSTEM
GUARANTEE DRY- cleaning & JRG CO.
241-17 3rd Ave.
QUEENSBORO BLVD.
'The Rookies' Moved to Tuesday Nights

SUNDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)

THURSDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)

SATURDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)

FRIDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)

MONDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)

TUESDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)

WEDNESDAY
- Movie: 'The Rookies' (9:30 PM)
Oh, the disadvantage of our longer cigarette.
Benson & Hedges 100's

Ask Them Yourself

FOR JOSEPH FARKAS, JR.

FROM: J. F. R. TO: J. F. R.

FOR JERRY BAKER

FROM: J. B. TO: J. B.

FOR DAVID BROWN

FROM: D. B. TO: D. B.

FOR ROBERT BURROWS

FROM: R. B. TO: R. B.

FOR ALBERT CAMPASANO

FROM: A. C. TO: A. C.

FOR THE SIR, I AM THOMAS LINDEN

FROM: T. L. TO: T. L.

FOR JAMES O'CONNOR

FROM: J. O. TO: J. O.

FOR WILLIAM PRAUSE

FROM: W. P. TO: W. P.

FOR HERBERT SCHWARZER

FROM: H. S. TO: H. S.

FOR JOHN SHELTON

FROM: J. S. TO: J. S.

FOR EDWARD SMALL

FROM: E. S. TO: E. S.

FOR JOHN SMOKING: January 1, 1964, to December 31, 1964.

For instance, smoking a cigarette helped me to lose weight. I started smoking Benson & Hedges 100's and within six months I had lost 30 pounds. Also, I found that smoking Benson & Hedges 100's helped to improve my breathing. I have a history of asthma, but since I started smoking Benson & Hedges 100's, my symptoms have improved significantly.

In conclusion, I believe that Benson & Hedges 100's is the best cigarette I have ever smoked. It is a pleasure to inhale the smooth taste of Benson & Hedges 100's and to enjoy its long, cool burn.
My First Days in Prison

"A deep depression hit me so hard that even my physical movements became reduced. There is nothing in prison that can hit that depression. It simply gets worse. One man in the A and C dorm just sat in his chair, hour after hour, looking at nothing."

By Jeb Stuart Magruder

W's arrival at the Federal Court of Appeals in Washington, D.C., was accompanied by a crowd of photographers and a throng of reporters in an atmosphere of great anticipation. The trial was imminent, and the spectators were eager to see the legendary Oklahoma City bombing suspect appear in court.

The trial was scheduled to begin the following day, and the jury was already selected. It was a bustling scene as the lawyers and their clients were gathered in the court, waiting for the judge to enter the room. The courtroom was adorned with red carpet and elegant furniture, creating a sense of formality and respect.

The judge took his seat at the bench, and the jury filed in, taking their places behind the counsel table. The atmosphere grew tense as the proceedings were about to begin.

W's lawyer, Mr. Smith, addressed the judge and argued that his client was not guilty of the charges. He presented a detailed defense, citing numerous witnesses and documents to support his case.

The prosecution, led by Mr. Johnson, countered with a powerful opening statement, accusing W of deliberately planning and executing the bombing.

As the trial progressed, the courtroom was filled with tension. The evidence was presented, and the attorneys argued their cases with fervor.

The jury retired to deliberate, and after several hours of discussion, they returned with a verdict. The reaction in the courtroom was one of shock and disbelief.

The judge pronounced the verdict, and the room erupted in emotion as the outcome was announced. The reaction was not what anyone had anticipated, and the atmosphere was one of chaos.

The judge then addressed the court, and the proceedings concluded.

The courtroom was empty as W was led out, his fate decided. The trial had been a bitter battle, and the outcome was a testament to the power of justice.

The room was plunged into darkness as the lights were turned off, leaving the room in complete silence. The trial was over, and the world was left to contemplate the consequences of the verdict.

The trial was a testament to the power of justice, and the outcome was a testament to the strength of the human spirit. The room was left in a state of limbo, awaiting the final resolution.
Do You Know the Art of Handling Bores?

Banana Breeze.
The shortcut cream pie.

Why smoke if you don’t enjoy it?

I smoke because I enjoy it. Salem is much more than just a good cigarette. It’s a good experience.
Why I've Surrendered My Home, My Heart, My Life, to Animals

By Doris Day

Especially for FAMILY WEEKLY

A pound of Milk spreads like a pound of gold.

Placed in Grand Margauxfrom Ruff &amp; Whiskers, No. 36, it will be a gift to all who see it. Milk spreads like a gift to all who see it. Placed in Grand Margaux from Ruff &amp; Whiskers, No. 36, it will be a gift to all who see it.

"I think I've surrendered My Home, My Heart, My Life, to Animals. People don't understand why I want to put my children to do tricks when they are too old." I say, "No, they don't understand the joy."

W

I never thought of sending dogs to school. I don't believe in having them do tricks for the amusement of the animal. People don't understand why I want to put my children to do tricks when they are too old. I say, "No, they don't understand the joy.

"I am always surprised how many people think that people are the most desirable dogs when they are old," I say. "No, they don't understand the joy.

Another person is about gates that tell you when animals are coming and going. It's enough to make me want to have a pound of gold. I never thought of sending dogs to school. I don't believe in having them do tricks for the amusement of the animal. People don't understand why I want to put my children to do tricks when they are too old. I say, "No, they don't understand the joy.
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Dear Friend:

A fascinating concept has now been presented by a well-known diet expert in a new book to enable dieters to continue eating as much as or as frequently as they did before, while slimming down!

It's the exciting new concept called "Diet by Design," by Sidney Petrie. As long as you use "Diet by Design" foods, you can still eat almost anything you want. There are over 200 "Diet by Design" foods, including fruits, vegetables, lean meats, and even sweets. And the best part is, you can still eat as much as you want!

"Diet by Design" foods are listed in the book, and include such favorites as yogurt, cheese, eggs, and even chocolate! And the best part is, you can still eat as much as you want!

"Diet by Design" foods are the key to achieving your weight loss goals without feeling deprived. You can still eat your favorite foods, while still losing weight. It's the perfect solution for anyone who wants to lose weight without giving up their favorite foods.

"Diet by Design" foods are the key to achieving your weight loss goals without feeling deprived. You can still eat your favorite foods, while still losing weight. It's the perfect solution for anyone who wants to lose weight without giving up their favorite foods.
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Fitness is my business

I RECOMMEND BULLWORKER BECAUSE IT'S FAST, EASY, AND IT REALLY WORKS!

What in the World!

Quips & Quotes

You've taken your last rough puff, once you come up to the smooth taste of extra coolness. Come up to KOOL.
BROOM-HILDA

by Russell Myers

WALT DISNEY'S SCAMP

BRINGING UP FATHER

by Bill Kavenagh & Frank Fletcher

BARNEY GOODE and SNUFFY SMITH

by Fred Lasswell

Hi and Lois

by Mort Walker and Dik Browne

ART MANNING's
FUNLAND

TEST YOUR WITS

CONTEST ENTRY

WIN A BIG PRIZE!

CONTEST ENTRY

WIN A BIG PRIZE!

WHAT DO YOU SEE?

WHAT A PAIN!

WHY SCAMP?

WHAT DO YOU SEE?

WHAT A PAIN!

WHY SCAMP?

WHAT A PAIN!

STOP, MAN!

WHAT A PAIN!

STOP, MAN!

BATH!!

BATH!!

LET ME OUTA HERE!

LET ME OUTA HERE!

I HOPE MAGGIE DON'T GO THROUGH THAT WALLET WHILE I WAS TAKING IT OFF.
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Ripley's

Believe It or Not!

PILGRIMS in Lincoln pay homage to a sacred temple by falling prone over and over until they have traversed the entire distance around the structure.

TARANTULA in Australia as an entrance to its underground home.

Cavite Prison in the Philippine Islands has a cell with a hole in its wall, so that doomed prisoners confined in it were drowned by the rising tide.

2 columns in Paphos, Cyprus, to one of which St. Paul's bonds are still attached--1900 years later.

A pagan monument erected by the gods of Britanny in Paris, France, now has mounted atop it a cross.

HENRY

by Don Trachte

WALT DISNEY'S

DONALD DUCK

--- End of Document ---